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Abstract 
 
A three-dimensional semi-implicit edge-based unstructured-mesh model is devel- 
oped that integrates nonhydrostatic anelastic equations, suitable for simulation of 
small-to-mesoscale atmospheric flows. The model builds on nonoscillatory forward- 
in-time  MPDATA approach using  finite-volume  discretization  and admitting  un- 
structured meshes with arbitrarily shaped cells. The numerical advancements are 
evaluated  with  canonical simulations  of convective  planetary  boundary layer  and 
strongly (stably) stratified orographic flows, epitomizing diverse aspects of highly 
nonlinear nonhydrostatic dynamics. The unstructured-mesh solutions are compared 
to equivalent results generated with an established structured-grid model and ob- 
servation. 
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1    INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Established numerical models for simulating atmospheric flows are typically 
built on Cartesian grids that have undisputed merits of simplicity and com- 
putational economy for homogeneous flows in simple domains. This, however, 
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ceases to be the case for flow problems with large degree of heterogeneity, com- 
plex geometry of bounding domains, and multiplicity of scales. In particular 
for higher resolutions necessary to capture detailed flow features in multi-scale 
flows, Cartesian grids would require an impractical many-fold increase in the 
number of grid points. The awareness of limitations of Cartesian grids and a 
promise of potential benefits of mesh adaptivity, have stimulated interest of 
the atmospheric community in the development of unstructured-mesh solvers. 
Historically,  studies  exploring  unstructured  meshing  for needs  of computa- 
tional  meteorology  date  back to  the  nineteen  sixties  [45]. However, a more 
general and continuous interest  in various forms of mesh adaptivity [2] and 
alternatives  to  Cartesian  mesh models  [25] emerged  only recently  with  the 
advent  of multiscale  Earth-system  modeling.  Consequently,  because flexible 
unstructured-mesh models are still relatively new to computational meteo- 
rology, they  have not  yet  met  the  demands of modern  operational  weather 
prediction and climate studies, as reviewed in [19]. Further discussion of nu- 
merical developments in modeling atmospheric flows on meshes alternative to 
Cartesian can be found in [38] and references therein. 
 
 
 
Factors  restricting  flexibility  of computational  meshes  may vary. The  most 
common constraints are related to structured connectivities such  as “i, j, k” 
indexing or binary trees. Such structured connectivities are required by dis- 
cretizations relying on systematic principles for identification of neighboring 
points. Other limitations — e.g., often utilized in icosahedral mesh schemes 
— may be introduced  by rigid geometrical dependencies  on analytical rela- 
tions used in computations of geometrical metrics.  Limitations may also be 
imposed within discretizations of differential operators in implementations re- 
lying on restrictive local mesh regularities, orthogonality, or shape uniformity 
of cells. Herein, we focus on fully flexible unstructured meshes, naturally ac- 
commodating  optimal spatial  resolution.  In particular,  for the spatial  finite 
volume integration, we adopt median-dual meshes with edge-based connec- 
tivity, specified in Fig. 1 in two dimensions (2D) for clarity. The edge-based 
connectivity is particularly flexible, as it permits finite volume discretization 
operating on arbitrary irregular polyhedral cells and is suitable for discretiza- 
tions of geometrically complex domains. In turn, the median-dual approach 
benefits  the  accuracy of calculations  on skewed  meshes [33]. The  presented 
numerical development is valid for arbitrarily shaped median-dual meshes. 
 
 
 
This work builds on the numerical methodologies developed originally for the 
structured  grid model  [23] for simulation  of atmospheric  circulations  with 
anelastic equations on scales from laboratory and wind tunnel [43,35] to global 
[30,9]. The structured grid model is formulated in generalized time-dependent 
curvilinear coordinates [22,44,31], enabling dynamic mesh adaptivity via con- 
tinuous  mappings  [14], and employs  unique,  nonoscillatory  forward-in-time 
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Fig. 1. The edge-based, median-dual approach in 2D. The edge connecting vertices 
i and j of the primary polygonal mesh pierces, precisely in its middle, the face Sj 
shared by computational dual cells surrounding vertices i and j; open circles rep- 
resent barycenters of the primary mesh, while solid and dashed lines mark primary 
and dual meshes, respectively. 
 
(NFT) 1  high-resolution numerics [28,34] based on the MPDATA  (for multi- 
dimensional positive definite advection transport algorithm) methods; see [34] 
for a recent overview  and comprehensive  list of references.  To mitigate lim- 
itations of rigid connectivity and extend the range of structured-grid model 
applications,  the  key methodologies  of the  NFT model  were  generalized  to 
unstructured meshes. 
 
In a series of papers a class of the edge-based unstructured-mesh MPDATA 
schemes [32,33] is derived from first principles, and the corresponding unstruc- 
tured mesh finite-volume NFT framework is formulated for modeling engineer- 
ing [40,36] and atmospheric flows [41,42,38]. In particular, [41] introduces a 
class of global hydrostatic models that employ a classical geospherical refer- 
ence frame with the governing equations cast in the latitude-longitude surface- 
based coordinates, but resolve notorious issues associated with meridians con- 
vergence near the poles by exploiting the flexibility of unstructured mesh dis- 
cretization. Next, the development moved onto nonhydrostatic modeling, ex- 
tending the unstructured-mesh NFT framework to two-dimensional (2D) slab- 
symmetric, non-hydrostatic mesoscale orographic flows and a range of internal 
gravity wave phenomena [42,38]. Notably, similarly as in the structured-grid 
NFT model, the unstructured-mesh nonhydrostatic framework admits vari- 
ous soundproof systems — including the classical incompressible Boussinesq, 
 
1  “Nonoscillatory  forward-in-time”  labels  a class  of second-order-accurate  two- 
time-level algorithms built on nonlinear advection techniques that sup- 
press/reduce/control numerical oscillations characteristic of higher-order linear 
schemes; and it is  meant  to  distinguish  these  algorithms  from classical  centered- 
in-time-and-space linear methods. 
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anelastic Lipps-Hemler [16,17] and Durran pseudo-incompressible  [6] partial 
differential equations (PDEs) — thus necessitating the solution of the elliptic 
Poisson  equation  implied  by the soundproof  mass-continuity  constraint;  see 
[38] for an exposition.  Furthermore,  the  works  [42,38] verified  the  excellent 
accuracy of the  2D edge-based approach  using  benchmarks  from both ana- 
lytic and laboratory results, and comparing unstructured mesh results to the 
corresponding structured grid model results for simulations of nonhydrostatic 
mountain waves at weak and strong background stratifications with linear and 
nonlinear flow response, respectively. 
 
The  current  paper  documents  a major  development,  generalizing  previous 
work to three-dimensional (3D) nonhydrostatic modeling of small-to-mesoscale 
“dry” atmospheric dynamics.  Accounting for the multiphase thermodynam- 
ics of atmosphere due to ubiquity of water substance adds complexity on its 
own and warrants a separate study. Consequently, the paper concentrates on 
numerical designs pertinent to thermal convection, development of planetary 
boundary layer  (PBL),  and flows  in complex  terrain.  A corresponding  3D 
semi-implicit edge-based unstructured-mesh model is presented and employed 
in inherently 3D benchmark simulations of evolutionary convective PBL and 
strongly (but stably) stratified flows past an isolated hill. The results capture 
well the quantitative aspects of these canonical flow problems and, based on 
the cumulative experience with numerically akin structured-grid models, indi- 
cate that the edge-based model is capable of accurately representing nonhydro- 
static flow responses to lower boundary forcings, important for predictability 
of larger meso- and synoptic-scale systems. 
 
In the  following section  we present  the  governing  equations  underlying  the 
local area  nonhydrostatic  anelastic  model,  whereas  integration  schemes  are 
discussed in section 3. Benchmark simulations are analyzed in section 4, and 
remarks in section 5 conclude the paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
2    GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
 
 
 
The governing equations underlying the local area edge-based model adopt the 
Lipps-Hemler nonhydrostatic anelastic system [16,17], suitable for simulation 
of a broad range of atmospheric flows [13,37]. For dry dynamics addressed in 
this paper, these equations govern the evolution of momentum and entropy, 
constrained by the incompressible-like mass continuity equation. In a rotating 
Cartesian reference frame, they can be compactly written as 
 
du 
= −∇π ′ − g 
Θ 
dt Θo 
 
− f × u′ + Du  , (1) 
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dΘ′ 
dt 
 
= −u · ∇Θe + DΘ  , (2) 
 
∇ · ρo u = 0 . (3) 
 
 
 
Here, vector  u denotes  the  flow velocity,  and Θ is  the  potential  tempera- 
ture  — tantamount  to  specific  entropy  via ds = cpd ln Θ, with  cp  denoting 
the specific heat at constant pressure. The differential operators of the total 
derivative  d/dt  and the  nabla ∇ = (∂x, ∂y , ∂z ) have their  generic  meaning; 
so,  d/dt  = ∂/∂t + u · ∇.  The  Coriolis  parameter  f  ≡ 2Ω, where  Ω de- 
notes  a constant  angular velocity  of the  rotating  reference  frame.  On the 
right-hand-side  (rhs)  of the  momentum  equation  (1), π ′  = (p − p )/ρ
 
is  a o o 
density-normalized pressure perturbation. 2   Here, the basic (reference) state 
of the  anelastic  asymptotic  expansion  (indicated  by the  subscript  “o”)  as- 
sumes  constant  stratification  S = d ln Θo/dz  ≥ 0 and hydrostatic  balance 
with a constant magnitude of gravitational acceleration g = (0, 0, −g); alto- 
 
gether,  this  defines the  background density  stratification  ρo (z) [3]. Explicit 
viscous/diabatic forcings are symbolized with D in all prognostic equations, 
and can take  a variety  of forms  (e.g., scalar  or vector  Laplacian, Rayleigh 
friction,  Newtonian  cooling, Stokes  drag, or suitable  combinations  of such) 
depending  on the  problem  at  hand. Primes  that  appear in the  momentum 
and entropy  equations  denote  perturbations  with  respect  to  an “ambient” 
state  (indicated  by the  subscript  “e”)  assumed  to  be a particular  solution 
of the governing anelastic system. In the elementary case, the ambient state 
coincides  with  the  basic  state.  In general,  however, resorting  to  alternative 
perturbation forms of the governing equations can simplify the design of the 
initial and boundary conditions as well  as enhance  the accuracy of calcula- 
tions in finite-precision arithmetic. Useful examples of ambient states include 
geostrophically and thermally balanced large-scale flows [30,9], 
 
 
 
 
3    INTEGRATION SCHEMES 
 
 
 
3.1   Background 
 
 
 
All prognostic equations of the systems (1)-(3) are of the form dψ/dt = R. 
Here, ψ symbolizes the potential temperature or its perturbation, and com- 
ponents of the velocity vector; whereas R denotes the associated right-hand- 
 
2  Including  the  density  under  the  gradient  operator  is  a signature  of the  Lipps- 
Hemler  system  [17]; it benefits  the  conditioning  of the  elliptic  pressure  equation 
[38]. 
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sides. Accordingly, by combining ρo · (dψ/dt = R) with ψ · (∇ρo u = 0), the 
mathematically equivalent conservation-law form can be written as 
 
∂ρo ψ 
+ ∇ · (ρ uψ) = ρ R . (4)
 
∂t 
o o
 
 
 
The  nonoscillatory  forward-in-time  (NFT)  algorithm  employed  to  integrate 
(4) can be written in a compact functional form as 
 
 
i = Ai(ψ˜, v
 
, ρo ) + 0.5δtRi ≡
 
ψi + 0.5δtR
n+1; (5)
 
ψn+1 n+1/2 n+1 i 
 
 
where ψn+1  is the solution sought at the point (tn+1, xi) of a co-located mesh, 
ψ˜ ≡ ψn + 0.5δtRn, v ≡ ρo u, and the normalization by the density ρo is ac- 
counted for within the discrete transport operator A, a shorthand for a finite- 
volume nonoscillatory two-time level advection algorithm MPDATA  [32–34]. 3 
Advecting  the auxiliary variable ψ˜ in (5) — reminiscent  of Strang splitting 
[39] — reproduces  the  trapezoidal-integral  structure  of the  underlying  La- 
grangian expression  dψ/dt  = R, and compensates  for the  first-order  error 
proportional to ∇ · vR characteristic of forward-in-time schemes [28]. Center- 
ing in time the advective momentum vn+1/2  that appears as an argument of 
A is required to compensate for the first order errors proportional to ∂v/∂t 
[34]. For the second-order accuracy of the solution in (5), it suffices to pro- 
vide  only a first  order  accurate  estimate  of v
n+1/2
.  While  O(δt2)  nonlinear 
two-time-level predictors can benefit the stability of elastic systems [41], for 
anelastic equations the linear extrapolation from vn−1 and vn  is preferred, and 
used exclusively in this paper, because it assures that vn+1/2  satisfies the mass 
continuity equation, provided vn−1 and vn  do. Furthermore, advecting depen- 
dent specific variables ψ with momentum v — rather than dependent density 
variable φ = ρo ψ with  velocity  u — assures  the  compatibility  of advection 
with the discrete anelastic mass continuity constraint, producing no spurious 
time  tendency  ∂tψ  wherever ψ is  locally constant;  see  [14] for an extended 
discussion. 
 
The overall construct of the scalar NFT algorithm (5) is optimal for the effi- 
cacy of second-order-accurate solutions [28,34]  as it requires no overhead for 
compensating the ∼ ∇ · vR errors, unlike the compensation in problems with 
 
3  The essence of MPDATA methods is the iterative application of the first-order- 
accurate, yet sign-preserving generic upwind scheme, with first iteration providing 
first-order accurate solution, and subsequent iterations compensating for errors of 
the preceding iterations. While the basic scheme is second-order accurate and sign 
preserving for arbitrary flows, options are available  that extend MPDATA to full 
monotonicity preservation, third-order accuracy, and varible sign fields [29,34]. All 
calculations reported in this paper use the monotone “infinite-gage” variant of MP- 
DATA;  cf. section 5.1 in [33]. 
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rhs forcings predicted directly at tn+1/2  [9]. Adopting the template (5) to a set 
of PDEs governing the evolution of a vector of dependent variables lies in ap- 
proximation of individual forcings Rn+1  = R(tn+1, xi) + O(δt
2 ), customized for 
a given class of problems. For simplicity of the presentation, in the following 
we shall first discuss the adaptation of (5) to the non-rotating, adiabatic and 
inviscid case of (1)-(3), fundamental to modeling buoyant dynamics of ther- 
mal convection and gravity waves. The adopted extensions will be highlighted 
afterwords. 
 
 
 
 
3.2   Elemental scheme 
 
 
 
At heart of anelastic equations are elliptic boundary value problems (BVPs) 
dictated by the mass continuity constraint. To outline the formulation of such 
a BVP we consider an inviscid non-rotating form of the anelastic system (1)- 
(3), and use  the  symbolic  relation  (5) to  form a system  of discrete  equa- 
tions  implicit  with  respect  to  all dependent  variables  in the system,  as the 
velocity,  pressure,  and potential  temperature  are  assumed  to  be  unknown 
at  n + 1. Assuming  a horizontally  uniform ambient  state (ue (z),  Θe(z)) = 
′
 
(ue(z),  0, 0, Θe(z)), the  respective  realizations  of (5) for u, v, w, and Θ 
become 
 
 
 
u = uˆ − 0.5δt ∂xπ (6) 
v = vˆ − 0.5δt ∂y π 
′ ′
 
w = wˆ − 0.5δt ∂z π + 0.5δt βΘ 
Θ′  = Θˆ ′    − 0.5δt w ∂ Θ  . 
 
Here  β = g/Θo,  and all references  to  the  co-located  mesh |
n+1
 have been 
suppressed for conciseness. Inserting the fourth equation of (6) into the third, 
regrouping the terms proportional to w on the left-hand side, and dividing the 
entire equation by the coefficient [1 + 0.25δt2β∂z Θe] that multiplies w, results 
in the closed form formulae for the update of the velocity components 
 
 
 
u = uˆ − C xx∂xπ (7) 
u = vˆ − C yy ∂x π 
′
 
w = wˆ − C zz ∂z π  ; 
 
with the modified explicit parts of the solution 
 
uˆ = uˆ , vˆ = vˆ , wˆ = (wˆ + 0.5δt βΘˆ ′)[1 + 0.25δt2β∂ Θ ]−1  ; (8)
 
z    e 
8  
z    e 
B  e 
∂Ω ∂Ω 
ρ 
ρ 
and coefficients 
 
C xx  = C yy = 0.5δt , C zz = 0.5δt [1 + 0.25δt2β∂ Θ ]−1 . (9) 
 
 
Having derived (7), the remaining part of formulating the BVP associated with 
 
(5) follows straightforwardly. Multiplying all three equations in (7) by ρo and 
applying the  discrete  nabla operator  (∂x, ∂y , ∂z )·  consistent  with  (3) to  the 
resulting  momentum  vector  (ρo u, ρov, ρow) generates  the associated  Poisson 
problem 
 
 
1   
∂
 
ρ (uˆ − C xx∂
 
π′) + [∂ ρ (vˆ − C yy ∂ π′) + ∂ ρ (wˆ − C zz ∂ π′)
  
(10)
 
x   o x  y   o 
o 
1 ′
 
y z   o z 
≡ ∇ · ρo (uˆ − C∇π ) = 0 , 
o 
 
−1
 
 
 
 
−1  ˆ
 
where  L  = (ρo) ∇ · (ρo C∇ ) and R  = (ρo ) ∇ · ρo uˆ symbolize  the  dis- 
crete differential operator and explicit counterpart of a sparse linear problem 
−(L(π′) − R)  = 0 specified  in (10). In this paper, boundary conditions for 
(10) are either periodic or derive from the Dirichlet boundary conditions for 
velocity, n · un+1  = n · u , that imply Neumann boundary conditions for π′, 
n · C∇π ′
 
= n · (uˆ − u )n+1; here subscript
 
refers to the boundary points, B  e  B  B 
and n is the outward unit normal to the boundary ∂Ω of the integration do- 
main Ω. Such a design  of the boundary conditions  assures the integrability 
condition 
 
 ρon · u
n+1  = 0 for (10), given 
 
 n · ue  = 0. The elliptic prob- 
lem in (10) is effectively solved to a specified physically-motivated tolerance, 
  ru  ∞≡  (δt/ρo)∇ · (ρou)  ∞≤ ε, using the preconditioned generalized con- 
jugate residual algorithm (GCR) reviewed recently in [38]. Given the solution 
to (10), and thus to (7), updating Θ′  from the last equation in (6) completes 
the elemental scheme. 
 
 
 
3.3   Extensions 
 
 
 
The  outlined  formulation  of the  BVP dictated  by a forward-in-time  model 
readily extends to flow problems with Coriolis acceleration, Newtonian cool- 
ing and Rayleigh  friction [22], whereas  more cumbersome  linear  functionals 
and nonlinear terms can be delegated to the explicit counterpart R by means 
of outer iteration or its special case the predictor/corrector approach [9,36,38]. 
There is no single principle guiding the degree of the semi-implicitness  in a 
model design, yet semi-implicit schemes are usually selected for computational 
stability, admitting large time step integrations. In forward-in-time schemes, 
however, semi-implicit algorithms may be selected equally well for their accu- 
racy; for example, wherever strict time centering is desired for time reversibil- 
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ity of a process. The elemental scheme of the preceding section illustrates this 
point. 
 
In small-to-mesoscale problems, the advective CFL condition typically dictates 
the  model  time  step,  so  there  is  no need  for the  trapezoidal  integral  with 
respect to potential temperature (viz. entropy) fluctuations in (6). In fact, a 
second-order-accurate yet explicit design (optionally available in the model 
code) is significantly simpler. Replacing (2) with 
 
dΘ 
dt 
= DΘ  , (11) 
 
 
and thus integrating homogeneous (4) for the full Θ using (5) with R ≡ 0 for 
the elemental problem of section 3.2, replaces the fourth of the equations in 
(6) with Θ′  = Θˆ − Θ subsequently used in the buoyancy term in the third 
equation  of (6). The  resulting  explicit  parts  of the  solution  in (8) and the 
coefficients in (9) become then, respectively, 
 
uˆ = uˆ , vˆ = vˆ , wˆ = (wˆ + 0.5δt βΘˆ ′) ; (12) 
 
C xx  = C yy = C zz = 0.5δt . (13) 
 
 
Notwithstanding the apparent simplicity of the explicit scheme, there are sev- 
eral important accuracy benefits of the semi-implicit scheme [30]. In particular, 
transporting only fluctuations of Θ, while retaining the convective derivative 
of the ambient state on the right-hand side, assures conservation of the fluc- 
tuations  with  accuracy to  round-off error  (section  3a [30]), tantamount  to 
preventing  dilution  of the background stratification due to the implicit  vis- 
cosity of non-oscillatory advection. Furthermore, when solutions are sought in 
terms of fluctuations about a metastable ambient profile [8], the semi-implicit 
algorithm enables dynamic equilibria that might have been unreachable oth- 
erwise. On a technical side, the semi-implicit algorithm extends the stencil of 
the linear operator in (10), thus suppressing  its null space resulting  from a 
co-located mesh. Because of these benefits, the implicit scheme is standard in 
our models, and it has been employed in all calculations presented in section 4 
of the paper. 
 
Extending the semi-implicit scheme in order to center in time the Coriolis 
terms in (1) can be laborious. Furthermore, accounting for time-centering of 
Rayleigh  friction  and Newtonian  cooling in (1) and (2), respectively,  adds 
further complexity to the resulting Poisson problem. However, implicit inte- 
grations  of the  Coriolis  terms  benefit  accuracy of the  long-term  global in- 
tegrations  of planetary  and stellar  climates  [30,8], whereas  the  implicitness 
of the Rayleigh  friction and Newtonian  cooling is a key in simulating  com- 
plex boundaries of internal structures via immersed boundary approach [12] 
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— neither of which are addressed here. Consequently,  the elemental scheme 
of section section 3.2 is extended  to the full set of governing equations (1)- 
(3) using  explicit  schemes.  Specifically,  the  dissipative/diabatic  forcings,  D 
terms in (1)-(2), are integrated explicitly to O(δt2) by extending ψ˜ in (5) as 
ψ˜ ≡ ψn + 0.5δtRin + δtRvn, with Ri and Rv denoting inviscid/adiabatic and 
viscous/diabatic counterparts of R = Ri + Rv. The Coriolis terms are inte- 
grated to O(δt3), using outer iteration for the augmented problem (7)-(10), 
such that: 
 
 
uν  = uˇ − C∇π ′|ν  , 
∇ · (ρo u
ν ) = 0 ; 
uˇ ≡ uˆ − 0.5δt f × (uν−1  − u ) ; (14) 
 
where ν counts outer iterations. Because the time scale of Coriolis acceleration 
(24h) is orders of magnitude larger than mesoscale δt ∼ O(10) s, the scheme 
converges  rapidly, in a few outer iterations [36]. Additional solutions of the 
elliptic problems are cost-wise minuscule, because the work of the solver de- 
creases dramatically beyond the first iteration; see [38] for a related discussion. 
 
 
3.4   Highlights of spatial discretization 
 
 
 
The derivations and details of median-dual unstructured mesh discretization 
of differential operators entering MPDATA schemes, symbolized with A in (5), 
are provided in [32,33] and [40] assuming an arbitrary 3D arrangement. For 
completeness,  here we highlight a key tool for designing discrete differential 
operators for edge-based control-volume schemes. 
 
Figure 2 marks a face Sj  of an arbitrary computational cell containing vertex i, 
together with the edge connecting vertex i with one of its immediate neighbors 
j; there are l(i) edges connecting the vertex i with its neighbors; cf. Fig. 1. Sj 
refers both to the face per se and its surface area. For a differentiable vector 
field A, the Gauss divergence theorem —  Ω ∇ · A = ∂Ω A · n — applied over 
the control volume Vi  surrounding vertex i leads to 
 
1 
∇i · A = 
V
 
l(i)   
 
A⊥S  . (15) 
i j=1 
 
 
Equation (15) is exact given ∇i · A is interpreted as the mean value of ∇ · A 
within the volume Vi, while Aj   is interpreted as the mean normal component 
of the vector A at the cell face Sj . The approximation begins with specifying 
j in terms of data available on the mesh; i.e., in terms of mean values of the 
field within the control volumes Vi  and Vj . One elementary example is 
 
j = 0.5 nj  · [Ai + Aj ] , (16) 
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Fig. 2. The edge-based median-dual approach in 3D. The edge connecting vertices i 
and j of the primary mesh pierces (at the edge center) the face Sj  of a computational 
(dual) cell surrounding vertex i; open circles represent barycenters of polyhedral cells 
surrounding the edge. Dashed lines mark a fragment of the dual mesh; cf. Fig 1. 
 
where nj   is a mean outward unit normal to the face Sj . Partial derivatives 
∂Φ/∂xI   of a scalar field Φ with subscript I = 1,2 or 3 referring to Cartesian 
coordinates x, y or z, respectively, can also be interpreted in terms of the Gauss 
theorem (by representing the derivative as the divergence of the augmented 
vector field Φ∇xI ) as, e.g., 
 
  
∂Φ 
   
1 
= 
l(i)  
0.5(Φi + Φj )S
I 
 
(17) 
∂xI 
i 
Vi  j=1 
 
 
where SI  denotes the I th component of the oriented surface element Sj  = Sj nj 
of the face at the jth edge. 
 
 
 
4    RESULTS 
 
 
 
In the following we discuss results of the unstructured-mesh model described 
in the preceding sections applied to address distinct classes of canonical atmo- 
spheric mesoscale flows in 3D. The first example quantifies the model fidelity 
in simulation of convective planetary boundary layer (PBL) over flat terrain. 
By contrast,  the  second  example  addresses  influence  of complex  terrain  on 
12  
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atmospheric motions in simulation  of a strongly stratified flow past a steep 
isolated  hill. Both problems  are nonhydrostatic,  highly nonlinear,  and well- 
studied in the literature. The PBL flow is turbulent and stochastic. It typifies 
the response of an initially stagnant fluid to a diabatic and frictional surface 
forcing in the  lowest  500 m of the  Earth  atmosphere.  The  orographic flow 
spans both linear and nonlinear flow regimes. Near field solution is character- 
ized by an abundance of complex, yet coherent structures, whereas aloft the 
flow transitions to a linear gravity wave response. Both benchmarks represent 
viable elements of nonhydrostatic dynamics affecting predictability of natural 
weather at larger meso and synoptics scales. For instance, dissipative effects 
within the planetary boundary layer are important for developing convective 
structures aloft [20], the interaction of which with deep gravity wave modes 
in the free troposphere can modulate the organization of the cloud clusters 
at larger scales [10,1]. The finite-amplitude effects related to topographically 
forced  stably  stratified  flows,  such  as wave  breaking  and downslope  wind- 
storms or more generally mountain-wave induced turbulence, present obvious 
challenge for mesoscale weather predictability [5]. 
 
 
 
4.1   Convective boundary layer 
 
 
 
We have adapted the numerical experiment from [18], which was one of the 
first systematic demonstrations of the implicit large-eddy-simulation (ILES) 
with MPDATA  based NFT schemes. The anelastic equations (1)-(3) assume 
nonrotating Boussinesq limit with constant reference profiles Θo(z) = Θ0 and 
ρo (z) = ρ0 . The growth of the convective boundary layer is driven by a pre- 
scribed diabatic source in (2), DΘ  = −dH/dz, with a heat flux specified as 
−1
 
H (z) = Ho exp(−z/λ), where surface flux Ho  = 0.01 Kms and the vertical 
scale  λ = 25 m. The  effect  of surface  friction  in (1) is parameterized  simi- 
larly as Du   = −dτ /dz,  with  stress τ  = τ o exp(−z/λ),  where  surface  stress 
τ o  = −Cd       uo         uo , and drag coefficient  Cd  = 0.1. Because  these  dia- 
batic/viscous forcings quickly decay with height, they only parametrize near- 
surface effects; whereas subgrid-scale modeling aloft is delegated to dissipative 
properties of MPDATA  [23,20]. 
 
The model domain, Lx × Ly × Lz = 3200 × 3200 × 1500 m3, is periodic in the 
horizontal, and a stress-free rigid-lid boundary is assumed at the top. Gravity 
wave absorbers  attenuate  the  solution  toward  ambient  conditions  with  the 
inverse time scale α ≥ 0, which increases linearly from zero at the distance 
0.5 km below the boundary to 1020−1 s−1  at the boundary. Technically, the 
absorbers enter the governing equations as respective contributions −α(u−ue ) 
and −αΘ′  to Du  and D terms in (1) and (2), with α > 0 only in vicinity of 
the upper boundary. As an initial condition, a 500 m deep well-mixed ambient 
layer is prescribed, with a constant temperature Θe(z) = Θ0 = 300 K. Aloft, 
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−2 Θe(z) = Θ0[1 + zN 
2 /g] and the Brunt-Va¨isa¨lla¨ frequency N = 10 s−1 
 
define 
stable stratification S = N 2 /g. The ambient  wind field ue  = 0. The initial 
conditions are generated by randomly perturbing Θe and w, and then finding 
the potential flow consistent with mass continuity in (3). At the surface the 
white-noise perturbation has an amplitude of 0.001 K for Θ and 0.2 ms−1  for 
w, which decrease linearly with height to zero at the top of the mixed layer. 
Simulations were run for 15000 s. A statistically stationary state is reached 
after about 9000 s, which is equivalent to about 8 large-eddy turnover time 
scales t∗. This time scale is the ratio of the inversion height z to the convective 
velocity  scale  w∗. The  inversion  height  is  defined  as that  height  where  the 
horizontally  averaged  Reynolds  heat  flux is  most  negative.  The  convective 
velocity scale is defined as w∗ = (g/Θ z H )1/3 ; for completeness, a convective o  i o 
temperature scale and the eddy turnover time scale are defined as T ∗ = H /w∗ 
and t∗ = z /w∗, respectively. 
 
 
Three basic simulations were performed for this study. The reference sim- 
ulation,  Run R uses  the  structured-grid  code [23] with  N x × N y × N z = 
64 × 64 × 51 regularly distributed points of a Cartesian grid. Two simulations 
conducted  with  the  edge-based code, Run G and Run T use, respectively, 
 
the Cartesian  grid of Run R and the unstructured  mesh. The  primary un- 
structured mesh consists of N xy × N z = 5228 × 50 triangular based prisms, 
stacked in 50, δz = 30 m thick, layers. The corresponding dual mesh, used in 
numerical integration, is constructed as outlined in Figs. 1 and 2 by joining 
barycenters, faces and edges of the primary mesh prisms surrounding vertices 
“i” and “j”. Figure 3 displays the instantaneous vertical velocity field at the 
end of the  Run T,  organized  into  characteristic,  albeit  irregular,  Rayleigh- 
Be´nard  cells  [20]. The  convective  scales  for the  three  runs  are  collected  in 
Table 1 and compared with Runs E and I of [18] that correspond to calcu- 
lations with excluded/included explicit subgrid-scale model; i.e, ILES versus 
LES. The current Runs R, G and T all evince the same characteristic integral 
scales. They agree with the ILES Run E of [18] to within ∼ 5%. This discrep- 
ancy is attributed to (apparently minor) differences between the referenced E 
run and the current simulations, including free-slip versus partial-slip surface 
boundary conditions discussed  in the opening paragraph of the current sec- 
tion, and explicit versus  implicit scheme for the buoyancy forcing discussed 
in section  3.3. Consequently,  the exact  correspondence  between  the  current 
ILES experiments and the equivalent calculation in [18] is not expected. Note- 
worthy, the current ILES agrees to within ∼ 3% with the LES Run I of [18], 
which is due to the parameterization of surface friction accounted for in Runs 
R, G and T. 
 
 
The integral scales in Table 1 appear to validate the turbulence simulations 
using the edge-based model. However, this sole validation may be insufficient, 
because only the inversion height zi  is measured independently and the other 
three scales derive from it. To better assess the quality of the edge-based sim- 
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Fig. 3. Vertical velocity in central xz cross section (top) and the horizontal plane 
at z = 150 m (bottom); an instantaneous solution for triangular prismatic mesh is 
shown after ∼ 13 eddy turnover times; dashed contours indicate negative values. 
 
 
ulations, we compare the normalized vertical profiles of three resolved second 
moments generated in the three simulations — heat flux (Θ′w′)/H , tempera- 
ture variance (Θ′Θ′)/(T ∗)2, and vertical velocity variance (w′w′)/(w∗)2, where 
primes denote deviation from the horizontal average (···). The moments shown 
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Table 1 
Convective scales for simulations using different models and meshes 
Runs zi  [m] w
∗ [ms−1] t∗ [s] T ∗ [K] 
 
R, G, T 690.0 0.609 1166.9 0.0164 
 
E [18] 728.6 0.624 1167.0 0.0160 
 
I [18] 695.5 0.615 1130.9 0.0163 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Vertical profile of dimensionless resolved heat flux, and variances of temper- 
ature as well as vertical velocity in Runs T (solid), G (long dashes), and R (short 
dashes), with dimensionless height z/zi  on the ordinates; blue crosses denote LES 
result of [24], and red circles represent field and laboratory data. 
 
in Figure 3 are compared with the LES simulations of Schmidt and Schumann 
[24], and with  field  [15] and laboratory  data  [4] superimposed  by Schmidt 
and Schumann. Generally, the profiles generated with the NFT codes match 
closely each other and agree within the data scatter with the LES calculations 
of Schmidt and Schumann [24]. An analogous analysis of other moments (not 
shown) demonstrates similar agreement. 
 
 
 
4.2   Stratified flow past a steep isolated hill 
 
 
 
This  example  concerns  the  flow of an anelastic  fluid with  uniform environ- 
−1
 
mental  wind profile  ue(zc) = U  = 5 m s (ve  ≡ we  ≡ 0) and constant 
Brunt-Va¨isa¨lla¨ frequency N = 10−2 s−1  past an axially-symmetric cosine hill 
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h(x, y) = ho cos
2(πr/2L)  if r = (x2  + y2)1/2   ≤ L (h = 0 otherwise).  The 
hill parameters are ho  = 1.5 · 10
3 m, and L = 3 · 103 m. The model domain 
spans 5L × 4L × 2L, respectively,  in x, y, and z. All  the results are shown 
after  t = 1200 s, extending  over two  advective  time  scales  T = L/U  when 
the  main features  of the  solution  have already  been established.  While  the 
boundary conditions are rigid in x, y and z, the gravity-wave absorbers near 
the  upper  and lateral  streamwise  boundaries  attenuate  the  solution  toward 
environmental profiles with absorbing coefficient increasing linearly from zero 
at the distance L/2 from the boundary to 150−1 s1 at the boundary. The initial 
condition is the potential flow. 
 
 
This particular choice of environmental profiles and the height of the mountain 
results in the interesting (in the area of stably stratified flows past complex 
terrain) fluid regime frequently referred to as a low Froude number flow. Here 
the Froude number (F r ≡ U/N ho) equals 1/3. The distinguishing features of 
such flows  include  the separation  and reversal  of the  lower  upwind stream, 
and the  formation  of intense  vertically-oriented  vortices  on the  lee  side  of 
the hill [11,27,7]; whereas the flow aloft transitions to the linear gravity wave 
response  [26]. The  choice  of the  flow parameters  and hill  geometry  makes 
the entire problem essentially  nonhydrostatic and comparable to laboratory 
results of [11], ho /L ∼ O(1) and Rossby number Ro = U/Lfz   ր ∞, while 
addressing key aspects of natural flows past large isolated mountains such as 
the big island of Hawaii, ho/L ∼ O(0.1), Ro ≈ 3. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. A fragment of the horizontal  primary mesh at the hill’s surface, k = 1 in 
(18), used in simulations with the edge-based code. 
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The solution obtained with the edge-based  code uses the unstructured mesh, 
constructed  as follows.  First a horizontal  triangular mesh is generated  that 
uses varying resolution ranging from 450 m at the boundaries to ca. 100 m 
in the  hill  vicinity,  Fig. 5. This  triangular  mesh constitutes  a base  of the 
N xy × N z = 11353 × 61 point mesh with 60 layers of distorted prisms, stacked 
in the vertical according to: 
 
z = (k − 1)δz 1 − 
hi 
+ h  , (18) i,k 
H 
i
 
 
 
where i = 1, 11353 numbers  horizontal locations on the mesh, hi  is the hill 
elevation at the ith horizontal location, k = 1, 61 denotes levels of cell faces 
bounding a kth prism  in the vertical,  H  = 2L is the vertical  extent  of the 
domain, and δz  = 100 m. Integrations are performed  on the corresponding 
dual mesh, consisting of arbitrary polyhedra. As discussed in section 4.1, the 
dual mesh is formed by connecting centers of edges with centers of adjusted 
prism  faces  and their  barycenters  in a manner  illustrated  in Figs.  1 and 2. 
The  solution  using  the  edge-code is  compared with  the  equivalent  solution 
using the structured-grid code [23] employing regular grid of N x × N y × N z = 
152×121×61 points and continuous mapping from Cartesian to computational 
space, (x, y, z) → (x, y, z), according to: 
 
  
x = x,   y = y,  and z = H 
z − h(x, y) 
H − h(x, y) 
 
; (19) 
 
 
see  [44] for a discussion.  Noteworthy, if in the edge-based code a N x × N y 
Cartesian mesh were to constitute a base of the 60 layers of prisms, the re- 
sulting mesh would correspond to a geometric visualization of products of the 
uniform grid increments  δx,  δy, δz  and appropriate  metric  coefficients  em- 
ployed in the structured-grid model; cf. Fig. 3 in [38]. 
 
Figure 6 conveys the key features of a nonrotating 3D flows with F r < 1. The 
solution using the structured-grid model is shown in the central xz vertical 
plane, together with the surface flow as it would be perceived via the ground 
based measurements. Flow vectors in the two panels are superimposed on the 
contours of vertical velocity. The upper panel shows a turbulent wake in the 
lee,  with  the  characteristic  gravity-wave  response  aloft.  Lower  panel  shows 
two large coherent eddies in the lee, and the splitting of the lower windward 
stream.  This  intricate  flow structure  is  due to  relative  height  of the  hill so 
large, that the incoming flow up to zc ≈ (1 − F r)ho  lacks kinetic energy re- 
quired to climb over the hill and is forced to deflect around. The flow above 
 
zc  (a dividing streamline  height  [11]) thus  appreciates  a reduced  mountain 
with height hr  ≈ F r ho and is susceptible to linear like gravity-wave response. 
Figure 7 complements quantitative highlight of the flow in Fig. 6 with a per- 
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Fig. 6. Vertical velocity in central xz cross section (top) and along the lower bound- 
ary z  = h(x, y);  an instantaneous  solution  for structured-grid  model  [23] with 
F r = 1/3,  Ro ր ∞ is  shown after  two  advective  time  scales  T  = L/U . Posi- 
tive and negative values are displayed with solid and dashed contours, respectively, 
with the interval of 0.5 m/s, and zero contour lines are not shown; vectors arrows 
at the inflow boundary correspond to ambient flow U = 5 ms−1, and isolines of hill 
in the bottom panel are displayed with 500 m increment starting at z = 500 m. 
 
spective  display  of isentropic  surfaces originating far upstream,  respectively 
from bottom up, at z = 500, 1500, and 2500 m. This display already employs 
the edge-based solution, the close comparability of which with the structured- 
grid result is documented next. 
 
Figure 8 compares the results generated with the edge-based code to the ref- 
erence solution obtained with the structured-grid model [23]. The top panel in 
Fig. 8 corresponds to the top panel of Fig. 6. While the result in Fig. 6 displays 
directly the result generated in the transformed space (using suitable mapping 
inside the graphic program), the edge-based solution was first interpolated to 
the Cartesian grid, and then plotted on it while masking the extrapolated val- 
ues below the hill’s surface. For the masking purpose the hill displayed in the 
top panel of Fig. 8 assumes the same functional relation, h = h′  cos2(πr/2L), 
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Fig. 7. Isentropes   for the   edge-based solution with   undisturbed   heights 
z = 500, 1500, and 2500 m, from bottom up respectively. 
 
but with slightly elevated amplitude h′ = ho + δz. The central panel of Fig. 8, 
shows contours  of vertical  velocity  together  with  the  flow arrows  in the  xy 
plane at z = ho /3. The lower panel of Fig. 8 shows corresponding solution gen- 
erated with the structured-grid codes. In spite the differences of the graphics 
design,  flow nonlinearity,  and different  spatial  discretizations  the  two  solu- 
tion match closely each other. Furthermore, the gravity-wave responses aloft 
shown for the both solutions in Fig. 9 are virtually the same. While similar 
high quality  results  were  obtained  with  both the  Cartesian  and edge-based 
solvers, the refinement easily implemented with unstructured meshes allowed 
for the edge-based solution to be achieved with 38% reduction in the number 
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Fig. 9. As in Figs. 6 and 8 but for the solutions xy horizontal planes at z = 2500 m, 
generated with the edge-based model (top) and structured-grid model (bottom). 
 
 
Figure 10 contrasts the results in Figs. 6-9 with the rotating flow solution at 
Ro ≈ 3 generated with the edge-based model, assuming the 20◦ N latitude and 
the planetary rotation 10 times of the Earth. The corresponding results for the 
structured-grid model are not shown, as they are qualitatively close. However, 
the differences between the edge-based and structured-grid solutions are more 
apparent than in the nonrotating case, especially in the turbulent wake seen 
in the central panel of Fig. 10 at the onset of shedding. Because the ambient 
flow is  geostrophically  balanced,  the  Coriolis  force  in (1) acts  only on the 
velocity perturbations, which tend to diminish with height. Consequently, the 
rotational effects also decay with height, producing the gravity wave response 
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e 
−1 ′ 
Fluctuations’ statistics; non-rotating low Froude number flow solutions   
ψ′ max min average std. dev. 
 
uT ; uR 8.28; 8.71 -6.42; 5.95 -0.073; 0.052 1.29; 0.804 
vT ; vR 8.56; 8.74 -8.63; -8.74 < 10
−3 ; < 10−8 0.756; 0.504 
wT ; wR 6.22; 6.00 -5.07; -5.19 -0.032;-0.001 0.619; 0.386 
ΘT ; ΘR 3.13; 3.28 -1.48; -1.60 0.019;-0.005 0.296; 0.218 
ηT ; ηR -1041; -1092 493; 532 -6.19; 1.67 98.6; 72.6 
 
Tables 2 and 3 quantify departures of the edge-based, ψT  (for Runs T), and 
the structured-grid, ψR (for reference Runs R), solutions for the non-rotating 
and rotating  flow experiments,  respectively.  Statistics  of fluctuations  about 
the ambient  state ψ′  = ψ − ψ — global extrema  max(ψ′) and min(ψ′) to- 
gether  with  domain averages  (ψ′)  and standard  deviations  ((ψ′  − (ψ ′))2)1/2 
— are  shown for three  velocity  components  and potential  temperature  us- 
ing SI units of [ms−1 ] and [K]. Furthermore, for the reader convenience,  we 
also convert statistics of Θ′  to vertical displacements of isentropes using crude 
approximation ηz ≈ −(Θ0 N 
2 /g) Θ ≈ −333 Θ′ [m]. 
 
Information contained in the tables substantiates our earlier assertions. Here, 
we draw the  reader’s  attention  to  a few selected  points.  The  overall  agree- 
ment of the corresponding solutions for Runs T and R is apparent, and the 
biggest differences are in standard deviations of dependent variables fluctua- 
tions, showing more variability for the unstructured-mesh results. This should 
not be surprising as the refined mesh is unsymmetric, unlike the structured 
grid, and the flow responds  to  it accordingly. Noteworthy,  even though  the 
standard deviations of velocity fluctuations can differ between Runs T and R 
by tens of percent, they are still substantially smaller then the ambient flow 
−1
 
(ue  = 5 ms ). The statistics of the isentrope displacements add to the ear- 
lier discussion about the dividing streamline (in the paragraph subsequent to 
eq.19). They show maximal upward displacement of about F r ho and a twice 
larger downward displacements consistent with sinking of the isentropes from 
above the hill summit on the lee slopes (hinted by the central panel of Fig. 7), 
familiar from the windstorms over tall 2D ridges [5]. Comparing the two ta- 
bles shows that overall effects of planetary rotation are weak, albeit they tend 
to emphasize the south/north asymmetry of the solution seen in the extreme 
values’ disparity of the spanwise flow. 
 
We end the discussion of the results with a comment on the relative compu- 
tational efficacy of the edge-based and the structured-grid model. Numerics 
wise, both models were configured similarly to enable a fair assessment of the 
economy of unstructured mesh calculations. In particular, all four experiments 
were performed with the same time step ensuring advective Courant numbers 
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Table 3  
 
Fluctuations’ statistics; rotating low Froude number flow solutions   
ψ′ max min average std. dev. 
 
uT ; uR 9.63; 8.90 -7.78; 6.94 -0.069; 0.052 1.23; 0.763 
vT ; vR 7.00; 8.21 -7.73; -8.02 -0.029;0.003 0.866; 0.502 
wT ; wR 6.08; 5.90 -5.31; -5.01 -0.031;-0.001 0.613; 0.381 
ΘT ; ΘR 3.38; 3.48 -1.47; -1.46 0.016;-0.005 0.293; 0.215 
ηT ; ηR -1126; -1159 490; 486 -5.33; 1.67 97.6; 71.6 
 
slightly  smaller  than  required  by the  stability  limit, C  ;S  1 in terminology 
of structured grids [33], and all calculations converged to the same accuracy 
threshold     ru    ∞< 10
−5  in solution  of the  elliptic  Poisson  equations  (sec- 
tion  3.2). Even  though  the  unstructured  refined  mesh calculations  required 
more work to  achieve  the  same accuracy threshold,  the  overall  comparison 
of the relative model economy is encouraging, although with a caveat. While 
the structured-grid model relies on massive parallelizm with a proven record 
of high performance [23,21], the newly developed edge-based model still runs 
in a serial  mode, thus making a direct  comparison  of the two  codes unfair. 
For illustration,  each structured-grid  simulations  of the low Froude number 
flows discussed in this section takes about 40s of the wallclock time on the 88 
cores of IBM Power 575 supercomputer, whereas corresponding calculations 
with the edge-based code take somewhat less than one hour (exact wallclock 
time  was not  measured) of a single  processor  Dell  Precision  690n worksta- 
tion. Nonetheless, when accounting for the disparity of the computer power 
exploited by both codes, the overall computational work appears roughly the 
same. This shows the competitiveness of the unstructured mesh model given 
an efficient parallelization scheme — a work that is currently pursued. 
 
 
 
5    REMARKS 
 
 
 
In this paper a class of new three-dimensional edge-based non-hydrostatic at- 
mospheric models is presented. The models extend the applicability of NFT- 
MPDATA  solvers to fully unstructured meshes capable of modeling complex 
geometrical  configurations.  In addition  to  the three  dimensional  generaliza- 
tion, this work extends our earlier edge-based unstructured mesh model de- 
velopments by introducing Coriolis effects free of hydrostatic simplifications, 
and surface boundary layer forcings that improve the correspondence of the 
explicit and implicit large eddy simulations discussed earlier in the literature. 
 
The developed solvers show quantitative agreement with laboratory and field 
experiments and computations obtained from the proven structured-grid NFT- 
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MPDATA  model. The simulated canonical flow cases of evolutionary convec- 
tive Planetary Boundary Layer and strongly stratified orographic flows are well 
studied and challenging. Quality solutions of these problems are documented 
for unstructured  meshes,  to  our best  knowledge,  for the  first  time  ever.  A 
thorough analysis of the results confirms that the unstructured mesh solvers 
have the ability to match the accuracy of structured-grid models in simula- 
tion of intricate turbulent atmospheric flows, and indicates the potential for 
a substantial reduction in the number of mesh points without compromising 
the accuracy of solution. 
 
The results obtained confirm that unstructured-mesh  models provide viable 
computational tools for simulating small to mesoscale thermal and mechanical 
effects comprising highly nonlinear nonhydrostatic atmospheric dynamics. The 
flexibility of the mesh-refinement offered by the edge-based codes opens new 
opportunities for research, parameterization, and prognosis of diverse natural 
phenomena, many of which still elude complete understanding. 
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